
PRECISION PRESSU RE CONTROLLER/CALI BRATOR

Control range capability up to 210 bar

M icroprocessor based accuracy
O-040/o of reading for ranges to 70 bar

Rate control with no overshoot capability

Dual range facility - wide dynamic range

21 different pressure scales available

Press button tare zero or auto zero control

lnterfacing via IEEE 488 or RS 232

Barometric reference option for absolutes
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DIGITAL PRECISION PRESSURE CONTROLLER

The DPI 510 digital pressule instrument measures,
indicates and controls pressure values in any scale units
and has an accuracy of better than O.O4o/o of reading on a
+99999 display. lt supercedes the Druck DPI 50O
pressure controller and provides many extra features not
available on the earlier instrument.

This new DPI 510 uses state of the art microprocessor
based techniques and the invaluable experience gained
during many years of manufacturing digital pressure
indicators and controllers.

Gontinued use is made of the Druck range of pressure
transducers as the sensing elements and the
improvements made in stability, temperature
performance and construction techniques over the years
are reflected in the DPI 51O specification. .

Dual range and single range versions are available
providing a wide dynamic capability and in addition, a
conditioning channel is available for energising a remote
sensor and processing its output signal to give an
additional readout and outputs for a complete calibration
facility.

A range divider capability is now provided as a standard
feature in the DPI 510. Twelve keys enable any
percentage steps to be programmed.

A vibrating cylinder sensor provides a high accuracy
barometric pressure option. This is useful for joint gauge
and absolute ranges,

This programmable, versatile and stable controller
enables a total calibration facility to be provided in one
unit. The DPI 510 can be used as a Transfer Standard and
simple calibration routines enable traceability to .

National Standards.

Design highlights

The microprocessor tech niques sign if icantly en hance the reliability
and serviceability aspects of the design, and software generated
routines enable a multitude of extra features to be provided which
were impossible in earlier analogue based instruments. Total
flexibility in scaling and range selection is provided by software
together with setpoint generation, rates of change, auto tare zero
control, range dividerfunctions and many more.

A new mechanical enclosure with an upper and lower cover
arrangement allows improved access serviceability and optimises
pcb layout. Operator controls using a membrane keyboard and a

pressure mimic diagram are all on the front panel and the electrical
and pneumatic interfacing is on the rearwith IEEE 488 and RS 232
remote operating options. The DPI 510 can be configured for simple
operator use or by password commands more in depth operation
can be performed.

REAR PANEL CONNECTIONS - Pneumatic

OUTLET - Controlled pressure

outlet port.
VENT - Allows connection to

vacuum source if required.
SOURCE - Source supply pressure

inlet port.

REFERENCE - Referenceforgauge
ranges allowing 2 bar line
pressure differential
capability.

OPTION CONNECTIONSSOURCE AND VENT

Reversed for 1O bar

to 70 bar units
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SYSTEM
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SCHEMATIC OFTHE PNEUMATIC CONTROL MANIFOLD - LPVERSION
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